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Spirit of life… come and move between us… challenging each of us… disturbing 
our easy illusions… calling us again… come and inspire and make alive that which 
needs to soar again in our souls… So be it… Amen

David Bowie did it a few times on stage… once at Live Aid three decades ago… and then 
again at Wembley in a tribute concert to Freddie Mercury… singer of Queen… He recited 
the Lord’s Prayer in front of 10s of thousands of spectators… many of whom joined in… 
and said after reciting it on stage… 

In rock music… especially in the performance arena… there is no room for prayer… but I 
think that so many of the songs people write… are prayers… 

David Bowie will be appearing… in spirit… at our concert on Tuesday for Vanuatu… via 
Chris who will be challenging him for us… and if you haven’t got your tickets… you must… 
after the service today or at the door… The first few boxes left for Vanuatu on Friday… 

But it is an insight into our culture… that such iconic words as the Lord’s Prayer… recited 
here almost weekly… are words others find meaning in too… These words aren’t ours to 
own… but are free for all to use… and recite… and hope in… whoever and wherever they 
may be… 

And on a stage in Wembley… it seemed to say more that once… than we have been able 
to make it say weekly in church…

Of course the words themselves didn’t make sense… Sandwiched between two love 
songs… in a tribute concert for someone who had died of AIDS… or in the middle of a 
concert to raise funds to supply food for the hungry in Africa… You’d have thought that 
words calling on God to do something to rebalance the world… to feed the hungry… to 
find a cure of AIDS and while you’re at it for cancer too… would have been more 
appropriate… 
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But that wasn’t asked for… Simply the Lord’s Prayer was recited… If it was more a prayer 
that was specific… then we would have cause… would we not… to cry to God… how can 
you… O God of love… allow this to happen… Does it not say in many places… ask and 
you shall receive… Why do you repeatedly let us down?… 

But none of that was said… asked for… or expected on Wembley’s stage… Our Father… 
was recited… and that was all… So why was that so powerful… 

What I’m going to say next is quite personal… and I speak personally… because prayer is 
so many different things to so many different people… and each one of us probably has 
problems with prayer… I’m presuming here but I guess its true… not just the unanswered 
variety… but the bigger question of what we are actually doing when we pray… 

I have a hunch… the Lord’s Prayer worked so well for David Bowie the times he used it… 
because prayer is not so much about outcomes… but about relationship… 

Prayer is less about results and answers… and far more about placing yourself in a 
relationship… in relationship with whoever or whatever we voice to God… and in 
relationship with God too… 

Personally how I approach prayer is try to experience prayer as a way of being involved… 
in relationship… with someone else… So if I were to ask for peace in Syria… I’m not 
handing over that responsibility to God… and saying… Okay God I wash my hands of 
that… Only you can do something about peace in Syria… 

Rather what I’m praying is… because of the love I experience from God… I find myself in 
that same kind of relationship with Syria… I choose to let the words of my prayer to God… 
become a way of living towards those I pray for… Prayer is a relationship rather than a set 
of outcomes and goals… 

It means that through prayer we have everything to play for… the words we use are just 
the preamble to the real prayer… which is living in relationship towards each other… 

I’m not trying to explain away unanswered prayer… To be honest… I don’t even know if 
prayer is for answering… because we end up judging God or ourselves against a wish 
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list… everything from feeding the entire continent of Africa… to saving the queen… to 
caring for the environment… to providing a parking space at the Queen Elizabeth 
University Hospital… though until the new carpark is finished… feeding Africa is more 
likely to be answered… 

But as I said… Prayer is less about outcomes than being in relationship… 

It is a relationship with love… with God who is love… You don’t always have to say a lot… 
in fact saying less is possibly better… It is the same as sitting in the presence of each 
other… safely… knowing stuff between us is okay… or recognising stuff between us isn’t 
okay… that one of us is broken… hurt… losing faith… but not having to fill up the silences 
with something clever or profound… as if that was an answer… but just sit there… as if 
with your best friend… and know their presence is enough… be in relationship… that 
journeys with you through that brokenness, hurt, pain… and you don’t need words for 
that… 

Yet more than that… prayer bridges the gap between our faith lives… and our daily lives… 
As we speak of those things that concern us… be that an illness of someone we know… 
or those who are caught up in an global crisis… prayer connects our daily lives… with our 
faith lives… and does so by bringing us into relationship with each other… 

And given it is a relationship… then how we live with one another… is important… If we 
pray for peace in Syria… or for refugees… we are open to growing relationships with those 
we have prayed for… and that changes the world… We may not be able to stop the war 
there… but we live towards peace here… and that changes the world… and that’s done 
because we live in relationship… 

I know of people… who are ill or going through a crisis… with whom you cannot sit 
together and find sensible words with which to pray… Some might pray ‘If it is your will O 
God… heal them’… as if God wouldn’t already be doing that… regardless of what we 
asked… 

But being in presence with people… in silence… the prayer that is beyond words… 
recognises God come into presence with us… into a relationship that says… you are being 
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loved through this… regardless of outcome… This is the prayer that changes things… as 
we live towards that person… being in presence rather than working towards outcomes… 

I just wonder if prayer makes more sense this way… is more possible for us to do… when 
it is more about relationship… so that when David Bowie knelt to pray the Lord’s Prayer at 
Wembley… in actually made huge sense… because those words… brought us all into 
relationship with each other… with Africa… with those dying of AIDS… the Lords Prayer 
connected us… and enabled us to recognise we are community… and in that moment… 
we chose to live towards each other… loving each other through… 

The words were no longer the prayer… we were… 

My friends… let us go and be the prayer we pray… use words only if necessary… 
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